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“Make it a rule never to give a child a book you 
would not read yourself.”
GEORGE BERNARD SHAW

Nothing fosters children’s imaginations better than a book. Books 

help us understand the world, they pique our natural  curiosity, they 

impart knowledge, and they hearten us to be empathetic or brave. 

Little Gestalten’s newest releases do exactly that. This Spring, we’re 

hopping around the globe to discover festive feasts in A Taste of the 

World. We’re building green spaces at home for a new kind of urban 

gardening with Easy Peasy, Gardening with Kids and excite small 

children with a pop-up on Six Little Birds. And we’re uncovering what 

it means to be different in Ximo Abadía’s charming tale Goliath,  

The Boy Who was Different. 

Little Gestalten works with the most exciting contemporary 

illustrators to publish books that are thoughtfully designed, 

diligently printed and bound and that push the boundaries  

of traditional storytelling. Little Gestalten celebrates today’s  

most innovative authors and illustrators by bringing their  

work to life through paper craft pop-ups, poetic picture books, 

classic fairytales with a contemporary twist, and original  

works of non-fiction.

We hope you enjoy discovering our new titles.

Little Gestalten
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Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 6 and up 

Release: April 2019
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

80 pages, 24 × 30 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ¾ inches

Price: € 24.90 £ 19.95 $ 29.99 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-818-0

Show & Tell Me The World 
A Picture Dictionary
by Tom Schamp 

Price: € 19.90 £ 16.95 $ 24.95 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-779-4

A Taste of  
the World
What People Eat and How 
They Celebrate Around the 
Globe 

by Beth Walrond

Festive feasts from around the world to bring people 
together, celebrate and share stories.

Food glorious food! Everyone loves a feast with the family … even the 

little ones! A Taste of the World travels across the globe uncovering  

different dishes, traditions, cultures and festivals from Egypt to Germany, 

from China to America. Learn about the origins of Thanksgiving in 

America, Bastille Day in France, Christmas in Germany, Hanami in Japan, 

Chinese New Year, and a good old roast dinner in the UK. Each chapter  

is punctuated with an atlas to help guide your journey, and each festive 

spread brims with facts about local and national dishes. Do you know,  

for example, why popular sweets in Egypt are made of sesame? Or why 

the baguette is long and thin? Featuring 20 countries that link geography 

and history with a delightful sense of world cultures and traditions. 

Food brings people together. A Taste of the World will give you an appetite 

to explore – not just through your belly. Beth Walrond creates striking 

color palettes, playful textures and idiosyncratic characters that joyously 

warm each spread. A Taste of the World is an original approach to discovering 

the world through food. Join us for a feast like no other. 

BETH WALROND  
is a British illustrator 
based in Berlin. She has 
an impressive portfolio  
of international clients 
including: Wired, The New 
York Times, The Guardian, 

Wall Street Journal and many more. 

Y OU M IGH T  ALSO LIKE

SAMPLE CO V ER
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Easy Peasy
Gardening with Kids 

Written by Kirsten Bradley 
Illustrated by Aitch

An introduction to easy gardening so you can grow 
everywhere and anywhere.

Whether you live in the city or the countryside, there are plenty of places 

you can plant and grow. For a new generation of green fingers there are 

different ways to bring nature into the home. Make your own pots, build 

balcony boxes, create your own bird feeders and even get friendly with 

worms! Each activity has been carefully chosen to create living, renewable 

and sustainable environments for kids and their families. 

Each activity has been carefully written by Kirsten Bradley, a leading 

practitioner in permaculture for kids and co-founder of Milkwood  

permaculture farm in Australia. The simple steps and beautiful spot 

illustrations make activities fun and easy to follow. The book will  

also feature non-activity spreads explaining the importance of why  

and how nature works. Illustrated by Aitch, a Romanian artist whose 

folkloric illustrations pay homage to vintage botanical books while  

giving each page a sense of modern magic. 

KIRSTEN BRADLEY is the 
founder of Milkwood perma-
culture farm in Australia. 
Kirsten, her husband Nick, 
and a team of educators  
specialize in courses and 
workshops about sustain-

able growth and living. She has previously  
co-authored an adult book on permaculture  
and gardening.  

AITCH is a Romanian artist 
whose work is rooted in 
nature, folklore and fantasy. 
Her daring patterns, bold 
colour and quirky charac-
ters have seen her work 
across a range of products 

including wallpapers, playing cards, ceramics, 
textiles and books. Her impressive repertoire of 
clients includes L’Occitane, O2, Elle, and 
Penguin Random House. 

Y OU M IGH T  ALSO LIKE

Category: Craft 

Recommended for: Ages 6 and up 

Release: March 2019
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

56 pages, 21 × 26 cm, 8 ¼ × 10 ¼ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-824-1

SAMPLE CO V ER

by Benjamin Flouw

Price: € 16.90 £ 16.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-802-9 (No U. S. Distribution)

The Mystery of the Golden Wonderflower
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Goliath
The Boy Who 
Was Different
by Ximo Abadía

A story about a boy who was a little too big for  
his boots … 

Goliath always knew he was special. He was big. He was brave. He was 

the strongest. He was different! Convinced that his home had nothing 

more to offer, Goliath headed out into the world to show everyone what 

he was really made of. But he didn’t look so brave when confronted with 

the sea and he didn’t look so big when stood next to the Sun. So what does 

being big and brave mean? And why was he determined to be that way … ? 

Critically acclaimed author and illustrator Ximo Abadía explores 

concepts of boyhood, growing up, learning, and the complexities we  

all face in search of our place. Abadía’s vibrant colours and distinctive 

modern style invites a new reading of a traditional story. Goliath is  

a tale that is sweet, funny and utterly charming.

XIMO ABADÍA is a criti-
cally acclaimed artist  
living in Spain. He has 
worked and published 
books internationally 
with titles including. His 
graphic novel Clonk was 

among the best graphic novels by the Los 
Angeles Times. In 2017, he was selected for 
the Bologna Children’s Illustrator’s Exhibition. 

Y OU M IGH T  ALSO LIKE

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 4 and up 

Release: February 2019
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

40 pages, 21 × 33 cm, 8 ¼ × 13 inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-826-5

SAMPLE CO V ER

by Icinori 

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-718-3

Issun Bôshi 
The One-Inch Boy
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French author, OLIVIA 
COSNEAU, lives in  
Nantes and is interested 
in nature and small  
animals. For the past  
20 years she has been 
illustrating picture books 

and pop-ups for small children. 

Y OU M IGH T  ALSO LIKE

by Gérard Lo Monaco

Price: € 16.90 £ 16.95 $ 19.95 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-801-2

The Carousel of Animals

Category: Pop-up Book 

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up 

Release: March 2019
Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

16 pages, 16 × 29 cm, 6 ¼ × 11 ½ inches

Price: € 17.90 £ 16.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-828-9

Six Little Birds
by Olivia Cosneau &  
Bernard Duisuit

A magical, rhyming pop-up book tells the story  
of six little birds.

What do six little birds do once they've learned to fly? One bird nibbles  

on a sunflower, another flies dangerously close to a hawk, and one little 

bird says goodbye to all of the birds who are flying south. During winter, 

another little bird meets some new friends, and finally, the the story  

finishes in the spring in a full circle, right where it all began.

Simple rhymes and colorful illustrations make Six Little Birds a charming 

pop-up for small children. The book gives children counting skills,  

and it teaches them about the four seasons, nature and the cycle of life.
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The Children  
and the Whale
by Daniel Frost 

A tale of adventure, beauty and kinship in the 
magic of the arctic circle.

One night in a small town far, far north Cuno and Aia gathered 

around the fire. As the flames popped and crackled they listened as 

their father told the tale of a gigantic animal which was once hunted 

in the waters nearby. “It is six times the size of our house. It has  

a heart as big as a boat and makes a noise that could break human 

bones.” And so, brother and sister set off on a journey through the  

icy, arctic landscape in search of the whale. Daniel Frost’s dream- 

like illustrations capture the beauty and silence of the wild north, 

drawing readers into a place where waters plunge vast and deep,  

and the skies breathe magic.

The Children and the Whale is a bedtime story, a magical journey and 

reminder to enjoy the adventurous moments we create in the world.

DANIEL FROST is an art-
ist who is fixated with 
odd people and strange 
situations. Craftsmanship 
is at the heart of his work, 
and he often uses a com-
bination of traditional 

materials and digital technology to create  
a blend of modern imagery with the delicate 
qualities of  traditional mediums. A winner  
of the Oberon Award for his illustrated ver-
sion of Gulliver’s Travels, Daniel has exhibited 
around the world and has worked for a list  
of clients,  including Nike, The New York Times 
and Transport for London. 

“THE CHILDREN AND THE WHALE belongs 
in the long history of fables and folk tales.” 
CHILDTASTIC

Y OU M IGH T  ALSO LIKE

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

32 pages, 23 × 26 cm, 9 × 10 ¼ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-816-6

by Karthika Naïr and Joëlle Jolivet 

Price: € 9.95 £ 9.95 $ 14.95 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-730-5

The Honey Hunter

JUN CEN is a Chinese art-
ist who is  currently based 
in the US. He is the 
Overall New Talent win-
ner of the 2013 
Association of Illustrators 
Award. His work has  

been recognized by The Society of Illustrators, 
American Illustration, 3 × 3 Illustration 
Competition and more. His list of clients 
include: The New York Times, The 
Washington Post, The Boston Globe, The 
Verge, Grantland, Oxford University Press, 
Nobrow and many others.

“Cen illustrates in an alluring style with novel 
use of angle and perspective to underline the 
book’s comparisons.” PUBLISHERS WEEKLY  

Y OU M IGH T  ALSO LIKE

Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 5 and up 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

48 pages, 24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches

Price: € 17.90 £ 17.95 $ 24.95 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-780-0 (METRIC)

ISBN: 978-3-89955-812-8 (IMPERIAL)

Look up, look down, look all around … Journey 
through the natural world and discover animals  
big and small in this whimsical guide to weights, 
heights and distances for little learners.

Did you know that a squid’s eyeball is as big as a beach ball? Or that 

there was once a dinosaur about as big as a … goat. How big is Big? How Far 

is Far? All Around Me finds creative ways of explaining measurements by 

comparing weight, size and speed in unusal ways. Every spread is beauti-

fully designed to give clear visuals on comparisons that stretch from the 

everyday to the obscure.

How big is Big? How Far is Far? All Around Me is the follow-on title from 

the Little Gestalten favourite How big is Big? How Far is Far? Taking new 

comparisons which focus on our planet, not only will children learn 

about all the different ways to measure, but they’ll also discover new 

facts about the incredible world we live in.

How Big is Big?  
How Far is Far?  
All Around Me
Illustrated by Jun Cen 

How Big Is Big? How Far Is Far?
Illustrated by Jan Van Der Veken 

Price: € 17.90 £ 14.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-732-9
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Recordmania: 
Atlas of the 
Incredible 
Written by Emmanuelle Figueras  
Illustrated by Alexandre Verhille  
and Sarah Tavernier 

Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 8 and up 

Translation: Kevin St John 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

48 pages, 27 × 37 cm, 10 ½ × 14 ½ inches

Price: € 22.90 £ 19.95 $ 24.95 
ISBN: 978-3-89955-814-2

ALEXANDRE VERHILLE 
& SARAH TAVERNIER are 
a French design duo and 
founders of l’Atelier 
Cartographik, a creative 
studio who specialize in 
designing and  illustrating 
maps, and pop-up books.

“RECORDMANIA highlights the amazing 
diversity of the world, both artificial and natural, 
and the creators do a good job at providing vest-
pocket highlights of such amazing wonders.” 
KIRKUS REVIEWS

The biggest, the strongest, the fastest, the loudest—
Recordmania sets the bar for the best atlas of the 
world’s incredible records.

From mind-boggling feats of human endurance to the  unimaginable 

extremes of the natural world, these pages are filled with records that 

defy expectations and surprise the imagination. Split into six categories 

and  covering everything from sports, architecture, animals, humans, 

technology, dinosaurs, space, and nature, each category is packed with 

feats that will delight. Trace out locations across each atlas before delv-

ing into the detail behind each record. Recordmania: Atlas of the Incredible 

is cleverly designed and thought fully illustrated, the perfect gift for the 

curious-minded.

This unique architecture atlas shows the most 
remarkable buildings in the world. Children and  
adults will marvel in amazement. 

Mali, in North Africa, is home to the largest building made out of clay. For 

the construction of Neuschwanstein Castle, 465 tons of marble were hefted 

to the Alps. The Atomium in Brussels boasts the longest escalators in 

Europe. The Illustrated Atlas of Architecture and Marvelous Monuments presents  

a world of breathtaking buildings and their incredible stories through 

illustrated maps and engaging factsheets. Verhille and Tavernier researched 

the longest bridges, tallest towers, the most impressive cultural sites, and 

plenty of curiosities. Material feats are artfully placed upon bold maps, situat-

ing them within a geographic context.

The Illustrated 
Atlas of 
Architecture  
and Marvelous 
Monuments
Illustrated by Alexandre Verhille  
and Sarah Tavernier

Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 8 and up 

Translation: Noelia Hobeika 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

48 pages, 27 × 37 cm, 10 ½ × 14 ½ inches

Price: €22.90 £ 19.95 $ 27.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-775-6
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Masks in  
the Forest
A Story Told With Masks

by Laurent Moreau 

Put on these pop-out masks and plunge into make-
believe adventures in an enchanted forest.

In an enchanted forest of paper, paint, and whimsy, a hapless hunter 

bumbles after creatures large and small, from a mother fox and  

her pups to forest giants and vivid birds. Bold illustrations with  

dream-world colors bring the woodlands to life. 

Nine pre-cut pop-out masks allow children to act out the story with  

family and friends. Slipping into the roles of the book’s creatures,  

they can also create delightful tales of their own and lose themselves  

in a land of make-believe.

Author and  illustrator 
LAURENT MOREAU 
applies his unique ana-
log approach to hand-
drawn  graphics and 
page-filling designs and 
creates a world where 

humans are the strangers and a child’s 
sense of wonder at Mother Nature reigns.

“Nine pre-cut masks can be punched from the 
pages of this playful title from Little Gestalten.” 
AZURE  

Category: Activity Book

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up 

Translation: Noelia Hobeika 

Features: Full color with nine pre-cut masks, 

40 pages, 27 × 32 cm, 10 ½ × 12 ½ inches

Price: € 16.90 £ 16.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-763-3

The Carousel 
of Animals
by Gérard Lo Monaco

Category: Pop-up Book

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

10 pages, 14 × 23.5 cm, 5 ½ × 9 ¼ inches 

Price: € 16.90 £ 16.95 $ 19.95 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-801-2

A 3D pop-up book that redefines how we tell a story; 
The Carousel of Animals is a book, a mobile, and  
a magical menagerie, expertly crafted for an 
interactive storytelling experience that can be 
enjoyed time and time again.

A lion riding a dog, monkeys boxing a kangaroo, a fox riding a fire engine. 

This is one ride children won’t want to miss! As the book unfolds and the 

carousel starts to turn, we see a troupe of characters march past in color-

ful array. How many animals do you see? What are they called? Each new 

spin brings new life to the tale; it invites a different story to  

be told, and a new world to unfold. 

GÉRARD LO MONACO  
is an Argentinian illus-
trator, art director and 
paper engineer living in 
Paris. His design and 
paper craftsmanship won 
him a Grammy Award in 

2017 and his 3D pop-up books for children 
have been printed and published 
internationally. 

“Tie the ribbon to hold them together and you 
have a pretty carousel to hang in a baby's or 
toddler’s room.” CASTLE VIEW ACADEMY  

 

“While readers open it, more animals are 
uncovered, animated by the different pieces of 
paper engineering.” LIBRARY MICE 
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Bold illustrations adorn a new line of drawing  
bags that are perfect for every school-aged child.

Our drawstring bag is loved by children and adults alike. These bags 

are  charming companions on the way to school or en route to the  

playground. A pair of practical drawstrings secures and stores sports 

gear just as easily as books and teddy bears. Lovingly crafted with  

a silk screen print on 100% cotton fabric, a trend turns into a vintage-

inspired design classic.

Little Gestalten  
“All My Animals” 
Bags
Motifs by Dawid Ryski

Category: Gift article

Recommended for: Ages 4 and up 

Features: 100% cotton, approx 140g / m², 

37 × 46 cm, 14 ½ × 18 inches, 

two natural-colored cords, hidden 

inseams, silkscreen print on frontside 

Price: € 14.90 £ 12 $ 19.90

Alpaca Bag

ISBN: 978-3-89955-810-4

Panda Bag

ISBN: 978-3-89955-806-7

Fox Bag

ISBN: 978-3-89955-804-3

Penguin Bag

ISBN: 978-3-89955-808-1

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up 

Text: Lauren Napier

Features: Full color, hardcover,  

stitch bound, 48 pages, 27 × 37 cm, 

10 ½ × 14 ½ inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 16.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-777-0

All My Animals
by Dawid Ryski

Animals paired with accessories elicit smiles and 
bestow knowledge in this larger-than-life volume 
with charismatic poster-sized illustrations. 

Category: Non-Fiction

Recommended for: Ages 4 and up

Features: Full color, hardcover,  

stitch bound, 64 pages, 17 × 24 cm, 

6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 16.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-728-2

Alphabetics
An Aesthetically Awesome  
Alliterated Alphabet Anthology

by Patrick and Traci Concepción  
Illustrated by Dawid Ryski

From Atticus, the altruistic astronaut, to Zooey,  
the zonked zombie, this book revamps the ABCs. 

Winter. Spring. Summer. Autumn. The book follows 
charming protagonists through the change of seasons. 

My Four Seasons
by Dawid Ryski

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up 

Text: Amy Visram

Features: Full color, hardcover,  

stitch bound, 32 pages, 21 × 29 cm, 

8 ¼ × 11 ½ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-784-8

Category: Picture Book

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up 

Features: Full color, hardcover,  

stitch bound, 32 pages, 21 × 29 cm, 

8 ¼ × 11 ½ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-799-2

What Do Grown-Ups  
Do All Day?
by Dawid Ryski

Introduce children to a world of possibilities  
beyond traditional roles of who they can be  
and what they can do.
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Awarded  
amongst the  

50 best modern  
reads–Teach 

Primary

Space Kids
An Introduction for 
Young Explorers

Written by Steve Parker 
Illustrated by Andrea De Santis

Space Kids is a poetic introduction to space that will 
inspire wonder in the littlest of scientists.

Space is all around us, but how much do we know? Where do we even begin …

Space Kids: An Introduction for Young Explorers is designed to inspire awe at 

the great big universe around us. Covering topics such as stars, planets, 

and moons, alongside the basics of gravity and even how astronauts are 

able to eat and sleep in space; each page takes us through the complexi-

ties of the universe with a fresh and original style. This is a space book 

that not only teaches young explorers about what is out there but also 

serves as reminder about just how special we are here on Planet Earth.

We begin with the enormity of the big bang, and travel from the large 

and inconceivable—slowly but surely getting smaller and smaller—until 

we reach the most spectacular thing in the universe: the tiny human  

who is holding Space Kids.

STEVE PARKER is a  
specialist of the  natural 
world and general 
 sciences. He has co-
authored and edited over 
300 non-fiction titles 
including Science 

Crackers; Fizzing Physics, and Science  
A Children’s Encyclopedia. When it comes to 
science his formula is simple: remember the 
two, information and imagination. 

ANDREA DE SANTIS is  
an illustrator and graphic 
designer based in Ascoli 
Piceno, Italy. His contem-
porary graphic style has 
gained him commissions 
for international publica-

tions, animations and cover designs.

“entertaining and educational” 
ELIZABETH DULEMBA 

“Space Kids is full of facts you won’t be able to 
wait to lay on your kid’s teachers.”
TWO IN A TEPEE

“Andrea De Santis’ color stories are out  
of this world.”
AVERY AND AUGUSTINE 

“stirs the curiosity of a young astronaut”
LICORNE MAGAZINE

Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 6 and up 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

40 pages, 24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 19.95 $ 24.95 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-795-4

The Mystery  
of the Golden 
Wonderflower
by Benjamin Flouw

Delight in the wonders that lie in nature’s remote 
corners as a character named Fox goes in search  
of the mysterious golden wonderflower …

Fox is an avid botanist. He loves all flowers and trees! One evening,  

whilst flicking through his books, he discovers the golden wonderflower. 

But  little is known about this precious plant … 

And so, Fox embarks on an exciting journey on the search of this  

curiosity. Join him on an adventure through forests, meadows and the 

 mountains. Lovers of the great outdoors will delight in a story that sends 

a powerful message about the environment and our wild, natural world. 

BENJAMIN FLOUW was 
born in 1986 and 
brought up near Avignon 
in the land of grape 
vines and cicadas. He 
studied animation and 
now lives in Marseille 

where he works as an illustrator. 

“A stunning piece of artwork. Each page is 
another feast for the eyes.“ PAGES OF JOY

“This is one to share with young and emerging 
readers to incite a love of our environment 
and a need to protect our fragile plant life.” 
PICTURE BOOKS BLOGGER

“This book is a treasure.” TWO IN A TEPEE

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 5 and up

Translation: David Henry Wilson

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

44 pages, 24 × 24 cm, 9 ½ × 9 ½ inches

Price: € 16.90 £ 16.95 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-802-9
No U. S. Distribution
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Friends Forever
Written by Roald Kaldestad, Illustrated by Bjørn Rune Lie

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 6 and up 

Translation: Rosie Hedger 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

48 pages, 21 × 29 cm, 8 ¼ × 11 ½ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-773-2

Against a pastel backdrop of falling leaves and 
raindrops, a young boy learns how to make new 
friends and cherish the old.

This sensitively-told story for readers of all ages 
illustrates the insepar ability of life and death. 

Life is in all things; personified as an unassuming yet 
enchanting creature, Life visits flowers, animals,  
and humans with her gifts of energy and positivity. 

Life and I
A Story About Death

Written by Elisabeth Helland Larsen, 
Illustrated by Marine Schneider

I am Life
Written by Elisabeth Helland Larsen,  
Illustrated by Marine Schneider

Category: Picture Book

Recommended for: Ages 6 and up 

Translation: Rosie Hedger

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 

48 pages, 22 × 27.5 cm, 8 ¾ × 10 ¾ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-771-8

Category: Picture Book

Recommended for: Ages 6 and up 

Translation: Rosie Hedger

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 

48 pages, 22 × 27.5 cm, 8 ¾ × 10 ¾ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-793-0

The only children’s book penned by Arthur Miller.  
Jane’s Blanket intelligently and iconically details  
a touching truth of childhood. The first reprint  
since its 1963 release makes Arthur Miller’s  
enduring message available to a new generation. 

Jane’s Blanket
by Arthur Miller, Illustrated by Al Parker

Category: Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 4 and up 

Features: Pantone colors, hardcover, stitch bound,  

64 pages, 17.5 × 25 cm, 7 × 9 ¾ inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 16.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-786-2

This book provides insightful, easy-to-follow answers  
to children’s questions about the brain accompanied  
by fun, enlightening photographs. 

Insightful and   conside   rate answers to 
70 questions boys and girls have about 
 puberty and young love. 

Does This Happen to Everyone?
A Budding Adult’s Guide to Puberty

by Jan von Holleben and Antje Helms

Category: Non-Fiction

Recommended for: Ages 11 and up

Translation: Jen Metcalf 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

160 pages, 17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 16.95 $ 24.95
U. K. Edition ISBN: 978-3-89955-520-2
U. S. Edition ISBN: 978-3-89955-521-9

That’s What You Think!
A Mind-Boggling Guide to the Brain

by Jan von Holleben, Michael Madeja, and Katja Naie

Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 11 and up

Translation: Jen Metcalf 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 

184 pages, 17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 16.95 $ 24.95
U. K. Edition ISBN: 978-3-89955-724-4
U. S. Edition ISBN: 978-3-89955-725-1

The human body is astounding. This book explains how 
our body works in illustrations and texts that are 
created for children but are also fascinating for adults. 

Imaginative comparisons help children  
comprehend various units of measure. 

My Body
Explained and Illustrated

Written by Antje Helms,  
Illustrated by Golden Section Graphics 

How Big Is Big?  
How Far Is Far?
Illustrated by Jan Van Der Veken

Category: Non-Fiction

Recommended for: Ages 8 and up 

Translation: Jen Metcalf 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 

48 pages, 24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 16.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-712-1

Category: Non-Fiction

Recommended for: Ages 5 and up

Translation: Jen Metcalf

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 

48 pages, 24 × 28 cm, 9 ½ × 11 inches

Price: € 17.90 £ 14.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-732-9
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one of the  
New York Public 

Library’s top 
100 titles for 
reading and 

sharing in  
2014.

 The  
Huffington Post 
Kids Award 2014 
in the Category 

“Best Dark /  
Mysterious”

New York Times  
Award  

“Best Illustrated 
Children’s Book”  

2015

Lovingly reimagined illustrations highlight 
the timeless relevance and artistry of the 
legendary Brothers Grimm in this revised 
edition of gestalten’s beloved bestseller.

This classic Japanese fairy tale tells the story  
of Issun Bôshi, the tiny, adopted son of an 
old, childless couple.

Andersen’s magical fairy tales are adorned with 
engaging illustrations created by a cast of carefully 
selected illustrators. 

Grimm
The Illustrated Fairy Tales  
of the Brothers Grimm

by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm

Issun Bôshi
The One-Inch Boy

by Icinori

Andersen
The Illustrated Fairy Tales  
of Hans Christian Andersen

by Hans Christian Andersen

Category: Fairy Tale

Recommended for: Ages 6 and up

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

192 pages, 19 × 24 cm, 7 ½ × 9 ½ inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 19.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-788-6

Category: Picture Book

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up 

Translation: Nicholas Grindell

Features: Pantone colors, hardcover, stitch bound,  

40 pages, 21 × 33 cm, 8 ¼ × 13 inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-718-3

Category: Fairy Tale

Recommended for: Ages 6 and up 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

176 pages, 19 × 24 cm, 7 ½ × 9 ½ inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 19.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-791-6

Featuring exotic images and empathetic language,  
this modern-day Indian fairy tale teaches children  
to respect and appreciate nature. 

Category: Picture Book

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up

Features: Pantone colors, hardcover, stitch bound 

52 pages, 24.7 × 30 cm, 9 ¾ × 11 ¾ inches

Price: € 9.95 £ 9.95 $ 14.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-730-5

The Honey Hunter
by Karthika Naïr and Joëlle Jolivet

A heartwarming fictional story of why 
Gustave Eiffel built the Eiffel Tower 
accompanied by evocative illustrations. 

Madame Eiffel
The Love Story of the Eiffel Tower

by Alice Brière-Haquet and Csil

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 4 and up

Translation: Noelia Hobeika

Features: Pantone colors, hardcover, stitch bound,  

32 pages, 20 × 30 cm, 8 × 11 ¾ inches

Price: € 9.95 £ 9.95 $ 14.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-755-8

Through a bold palette, the legend of the  
Pied Piper is enlivened artfully reminding 
children to keep their promises.

Category: Fairy Tale

Recommended for: Ages 4 and up 

Text adaption: Marine Tasso

Translation: Noelia Hobeika 

Features: Pantone colors, hardcover, stitch bound, 

48 pages, 22 × 35 cm, 8 ¾ × 13 ¾ inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.95 $ 19.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-767-1

The Pied Piper of Hamelin
by Thomas Baas

A poetic story of an extraordinary friendship 
that unfolds with the shadow of the night. 

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up

Translation: Anita Shenoi

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound 

32 pages, 24 × 29 cm, 9 ½ × 11 ½ inches

Price: € 7.95 £ 7.95 $ 9.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-716-9 

Elsa and the Night
by Jöns Mellgren

From honey badgers to electric catfish, Animal Allstars 
provides factual and fantastical fun to the anomalous 
animals of the African continent. 

Animal Allstars
African Animal Facts and Folklore

Written by Alicia Klepeis, Illustrated by Florian Bayer

Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 8 and up 

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 64 

pages, 20.5 × 26.5 cm, 8 × 10 ½ inches

Price: € 19.90 £ 16.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-782-4
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Contains  
illustrations  
from the app  

Petting Zoo from 
Fox & Sheep

Christoph Niemann’s lovable Petting Zoo illustrations  
are now featured in this colorful memo game. 

Petting Zoo Memo Game
by Christoph Niemann

Category: Game

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up

Features: Full color, 36 pairs of  

matching cards, 19.2 × 19.2 × 2.5 cm,  

7 ½ × 7 ½ × 1 inches

Price: € 14.90 £ 12.99 $ 19.90
ISBN: 978-3-89955-710-7

Plip, the Umbrella Man
by David Sire and Thomas Baas

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 4 and up

Translation: David Henry Wilson 

Features: Pantone colors, hardcover, stitch bound,  

40 pages, 23 × 31 cm, 9 × 12 ¼ inches

Price: € 9.95 £ 9.95 $ 9.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-738-1

The Incredible Three  
and a Half Superheroes
by Frank Schmeißer 
Illustrated by Jörg Mühle

Category: Fiction

Recommended for: Ages 8 and up

Translation: David Henry Wilson

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 

224 pages, 14 × 21 cm, 5 ½ × 8 ¼ inches

Price: € 9.95 £ 9.95 $ 9.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-740-4

The constant rain gets Plip so down that he 
decides to become an umbrella. But even as 
an umbrella man, life isn’t always easy. The top secret, totally true adventures of the child 

superhero team, the Incredible Three and a Half.

The Zoo’s Grand Opening
An ABC and Counting Book 

by Judith Drews

Category: Picture Book 

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up

Translation: Jen Metcalf

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound,  

64 pages, 17 × 24 cm, 6 ¾ × 9 ½ inches

Price: € 12.95 £ 11.95 $ 16.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-714-5

With this book, even the youngest children can 
playfully learn their ABCs, the names of animals, 
and how to count.

Little Red Riding Hood
by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm 
Illustrated by Clémentine Sourdais

Category: Leporello

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up

Features: Full color, accordion fold,  

28 pages, 17.5 × 14 cm, 7 × 5 ½ inches

Price: € 12.95 £ 9.95 $ 16.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-727-5

Category: Leporello

Recommended for: Ages 3 and up

Features: Full color, accordion fold,  

28 pages, 17.5 × 14 cm, 7 × 5 ½ inches

Price: € 12.95 £ 9.95 $ 16.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-723-7

Puss in Boots
by Charles Perrault 
Illustrated by Clémentine Sourdais

The traditional story of Little Red Riding Hood  
is given new dimensions in this striking  
play between light and shadow.

This classic fairy tale gets a visual update— 
as a read-aloud book with cut-out illustrations 
that can be used to create an enchanting  
play of shadows.

Oodles of painted images simultaneously explain daily 
life while welcoming readers to indulge in the details.

Show & Tell Me the World
A Picture Dictionary

by Tom Schamp

Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 4 and up 

Translation: Wolfgang Linneweber,  

Lauren Napier

Features: Full color, hardcover, stitch bound, 

64 pages, 28 × 33 cm, 11 × 13 inches

Price:€ 19.90 £ 16.95 $ 24.95
ISBN: 978-3-89955-779-4

Embark on an adventure with world-famous treasure 
hunters and learn more about gold lost at the bottom  
of the sea, even a stolen football trophy. 

The Big Book of Treasures
The Most Amazing Discoveries Ever Made  
and Still to Be Made

Written by Raphael Honigstein, Illustrations by Caroline Attia

Category: Non-Fiction 

Recommended for: Ages 8 and up 

Features: Full color, hardcover,  

stitch bound, 96 pages, 20.5 × 26 cm, 

8 × 10-1 / 4 inches

Price: € 24.90 £ 19.95 $ 29.99 

ISBN: 978-3-89955-797-8
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